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4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Growth in the Teen
Court Program for 2018
By Lynn Feldman
4-H Youth Development Educator
And Department Head
UW-Extension Oneida County

Since 2008, Oneida County Teen
Court has been serving juvenile
first time offenders by offering a
restorative justice approach to
resolving citation situations. The process involves
respondents choosing to come with a parent before a
panel of trained high school students. They talk about
the context of the situation that resulted in a citation
being issued. The panelists ask open-ended questions
trying to understand to what extent the respondent
takes accountability for his/her actions, to what extent
the situation has been repaired, and what challenges
are present in the respondent’s life that might factor
into another offense being committed. They then
deliberate and create sanctions that the respondent
completes as part of a Deferred Prosecution
Agreement. The sanctions are meant to address the
challenges the respondent still faces and repair holes
between the respondent and his/her victims.

Recidivism rates nationwide with Teen Court
programs demonstrate that the extra time and effort
put into the program results in far less chance of a
respondent again receiving a citation. For the Teen
Court panelists, the training and process oversight that
is a foundational part of the program enhances their
leadership and communication skills. Their work with
respondents enhances their understanding: of
adolescent behavior, how contexts contribute to
Continued on Page 2...
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behavior choices, and how fair sanctions meant to
address underlying challenges can make a
meaningful difference in a respondent’s future
behavior choices.
Over the years, the two Teen Court panels in
Oneida County together heard on average 23-35
cases per year. During 2017, that number rose to
52. The increase is due to several factors including
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Teen Court in Oneida County, please give me a
call. Awareness of this program by the community factors into further growth of the program in
ways that meet the needs of youth and the community at large.

Downhill Ski Saturday!
11 a.m. — 4 p.m.
Saturday, February 24th
Master Gardener Volunteers

word of mouth about the program benefits and
increased education about the program process.
The increase in case numbers coincides with the
need for larger panels of students at the two high
schools, Rhinelander and Lakeland Union.
Students devote class time to hearing cases. By
increasing the panel sizes, students can then
rotate their presence in hearing cases and limit
their time away from school. Currently,
applications for new panelists are being accepted
and recently two new students completed
training.
Another growth area with the program
surrounds expansion of the support and oversight
of tribal respondents from Lac du Flambeau (LDF).
A liaison from the LDF community is starting to
assist with the set-up of community service hours
that tribal respondents may be sanctioned to
complete. This connection will address the desire
by tribal elders for youth to enhance their cultural
education and tribe connection while completing
program sanctions.

Camp 10, Rhinelander
Oneida County 4-H is hosting its annual Downhill Skiing event. This
event is open to all 4-H youth and
their families. Friends are welcome,
but will need to pre-register and enroll
in 4-H.
Price per person is $20/lift ticket or
$25 for lift ticket and rental. Skiing
lessons will be provided free of
charge.
Registration/ payment deadline is
Thursday, Feb. 22nd. A minimum
of 15 people is needed to run this
event.
To register, or for additional information call, UW Extension at 715365-2750.

If you are interested in more information about
P age 2
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Master Gardening

Spring is in the air
By Merry Lehner
UW-Extension Office Support and Master
Gardener Volunteer

The seed catalogs are starting
to come in the mail. Just in time
for all gardeners to have a sprout
of hope that spring will come. While dreaming
about what to plant this year, give your dreams a
touch of reality and consider what type of plants
will actually grow in this part of Wisconsin. You
might be able to pamper a plant more suited to
warmer zones and get it to grow well, but some
people will just pop a fair weather plant in the
ground and hope for the best. Sadly, they may
watch it struggle an ugly death.
Plant hardiness is very important to growing
success. Plant Hardiness Zone Maps are designed
to help gardeners determine which plants are
most likely to thrive where they live. The map is
based on the average annual minimum winter
temperatures. The zones are divided into 10degree Fahrenheit zones for the United States.
There are over twelve different zones nationally.
Hardiness zones represent average annual
extreme minimum temperature ranges. You'll
find zone designations next to each of the plant
descriptions on a website or in a catalog. A plant
variety marked "Zones 3-8," for example, should
grow and thrive in those listed zones. Other
plants are limited to 5-8, which will not thrive in
our zone in Rhinelander.
Most seed catalogues list Rhinelander as Zone
4. The USDA Plant Hardiness Zone Map for
Wisconsin is more specific and lists Rhinelander
as Zone 4a. This means plants for this zone can
tolerate temperatures over winter of -30 to -25
degrees Fahrenheit. There are also maps that will
show the average day of first and last frost maps
for Wisconsin as well. These will show the
median first frost dates in fall and the median last
frost dates in spring. These are provided by the
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Wisconsin State Climatology office. September
20-26 is the first median frost date for our area
and May 24-30 is the median last frost date.
More reputable seed catalogues will give
reference to the source document on plant
hardiness, the USDA Plant Hardiness Zone Map.
The website link is: http://
planthardiness.ars.usda.gov . Check the map to
determine which hardiness zone you live in.
National maps will not show the same amount of
detail as the individual states. The website below
allows you to narrow down your search to your
state, which will give you a much more accurate
information on what will grow well where you
live. Wisconsin has five different zones of plant
hardiness, depending on if you live by the Great

Panicle hydrangea — Zone 4a Hardy

Lakes or in the southern or northern part of the
state. See this link: https://
www.gardeningknowhow.com/planting-zones/
wisconsin-planting-zones.htm
Take a moment and look at the USDA website
and the frost date maps to arm yourself with the
knowledge you need to start your plant
selections off on the right foot. Plant placement
in your yard, whether placed close to the house
or out in the open will influence success and
offer better chances of a plant thriving. Peer
through your catalogs again and now select the
best plants suited for where you live. Then relax
and start dreaming of those strolls down your
garden walk on a warm June evening.
P age 3
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Family Living
Healthy Choices, Healthy
Lives
By Terri Lindner
FoodWise Nutrition Education
UW-Extension Oneida County

FoodWIse Nutrition Educator,
Terri Lindner, partnered with
Central School District to
provide a series of five nutrition lessons to a total
of 175 students in fifth grade classrooms. Lessons
focused on increasing fruit and vegetable intake,
benefits of eating whole grains and calcium rich
foods.
At the end of the series students completed an
evaluation making gained knowledge of MyPlate
principles evident. Examples include: “I will try to
eat more whole grain foods because now I know
that they help my heart and give me energy”, “I
told my family about eating a “rainbow” of
colors,” “We check our plates to see if we have
color on
them”, " I
taught my
family to
check the
food label
of bread to
tell if it’s
whole
grain”, and
“I took
your
challenge
to try a new vegetable, my family tried parsnips,
and we liked them”.
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“My child has asked that we keep cut-up veggies
in the fridge so that he can grab and go when he
wants a snack.” Another said “My child asked if
we could try whole wheat spaghetti, we did, and
actually liked it.”
As a result of successful programming Central
School staff has requested that the FoodWIse
program continue in the future. This will enable
us to deliver our important message to more
students and their families.

Ice Fishing is Fun Update!

The Ice Fishing Education event coordinated
between the Leaders’ Association and John
Kubisiak from the DNR was a big
success. Twenty one youth and 29 adults
participated. The weather was perfect, and the
fish were biting. Besides bluegills, three trout
were hooked. Perch Lake County Park has a
fireplace and pavilion. This area was used to
roast hot dogs and brats, talk about 4-H, and
serve hot chocolate. Thank you to all the
volunteers who made this day such a success.

The nutrition lessons have shown impact on
students and their families. When I see students
and parents in the community, students will
expound on something that I taught in the
classroom. Parents have commented on their
children’s changed behaviors. One parent said
P age 4
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Community & Economic
Development

What is Public
Deliberation?
By Myles Alexander
Community, Natural Resources &
Economic Development Educator
UW-Extension Oneida County

Public deliberation addresses
a public concern. The public is
invited to participate in the deliberation in
recognition that:i


People are assets not liabilities



One size does not fit all



There is a need to build trust



We need outcomes that fix something now
and change the way we see the problem



Government is not the only source for a
decision or information, but is one of the
spokes of the wheel

A deliberative process is conversation best
done in small groups. It begins with learning
about the topic of public concern. Then, in
conversation, participants weigh the costs and
consequences of different policy strategies.
Finally, they choose those strategies they agree
are most useful to manage the public concern.
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community decision making. In both cases
success requires a broad, diverse and engaged
audience, quality information that considers
many perspectives and guidance to work through
the inherent tensions, tradeoffs, and paradoxes
of a public problem.
Before public deliberation occurs, a sponsor or
convening organization identifies a public
problem, describes it and gathers the
information needed for discussion. The
discussion requires good facilitation. A facilitator
helps a group work through the issue in a way
that does not talk the issues to death nor try to
reach consensus when such a goal is artificial.ii
Sufficient experience can give participants the
skills to guide a deliberative conversation.
Research shows that good deliberative
processes result in better, more sustainable
solutions to shared problems. At a time when
the media seeks to exacerbate divisions among
groups of people, a culture of deliberation builds
solidarity. Even when people continue to
disagree, they are less inclined to make it
personal.iii
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Family Living
New Multi-County Family
Living Program
By Sara Richie
Family Living Educator
UW-Extension Oneida County

As of the first of the year the
Family Living Educator position
became a multi-county position. In addition to
Oneida County, I am now serving Vilas and Forest
Counties. In my previous fulltime role in Oneida
County, I was a member of a number of multicounty initiatives, including Community Health
Planning Committee, Northwoods Coalition for
Activity and Nutrition (CAN) and Tri-County
Dementia Crisis Intervention Team. I will
continue to serve on these committees, but with
a multi-county voice. I am excited about the
opportunity to expand programming into Vilas
and Forest Counties.

One of the benefits of the multi-county
position is that the programming needs are very
similar in all three counties. Health and Wellbeing across the lifespan, parenting and aging rise
to the top throughout the area. The Parents
Forever Co-Parenting Program will be offered in
all three counties and will be marketed that way
as well. These efforts will expand access to, and
potentially increase enrollment across the area. I
will continue working with Northwoods CAN to
align health and wellness educational
programming, as well as support the community
wide policy, systems and environment objectives
and goals around Chronic Disease Management
and Prevention and the Community Health
Improvement Plan. A couple of program
examples are Cancer Clear & Simple and
StrongBodies.
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testing and answering community inquiries on
food preservation and safety. I will also continue
to support several other community groups, like
the Department of Social Services Trauma
Informed Care Team and Northwoods Leadership
Council with the Family Resource Connection.
As usual, I will continuously assess the needs
in the community and evaluate programming to
ensure that it is meeting the needs of the
intended audience. I look forward to continue
serving you in 2018!

For more information on Family Living
Programs, please contact Sara Richie, Family
Living Educator at sara.richie@ces.uwex.edu.

DID YOU KNOW
Water test kits our available through UW
Extension. The Homeowner Package is just $49
which includes the cost of the water testing
bottle. The Homeowner Package tests for
Coliform Bacteria, Nitrate plus Nitrite-Nitrogen,
pH, Alkalinity, Hardness, Chloride, Conductivity
and Corrosivity Index.
Testing is completed by the Water &
Environmental Analysis Laboratory at the
University of Wisconsin—Stevens Point.

Other programs that will continue are
eParenting® High Tech Kids Blog Project, Just in
Time Parenting Newsletters, pressure canner lid
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